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Abstract 
 

The TMI allows applications to be composed hierarchically. Physical and dynamical modules of different 

models can be defined as separate gridded components.  These components coupled together with a 

coupler component. All of these nested within a single master gridded component and work as a single 

modeling unit through the coupler component. Here the modeling components are RegCM (Regional 

Climate Model) as atmospheric gridded component and ROMS (Regional Ocean Modeling System) as 

oceanic gridded component. The coupler component acts as an agent to convert the atmospheric gridded 

component to oceanic gridded component and vice-versa as per the algorithmic necessity. Design of TMI, 

allows stopping interactive execution to standalone execution of the respective gridded component as per 

the user selection. TMI can be included in data assimilation and climate application. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The upper layer is referred to as the Superstructure where it provides a shell which combines the 

user code and interconnects the input and output data streams between its components. Detailed 

description regarding generation and execution needs to be discussed. The lower layer is the 

Infrastructure Layer which provides a foundation that scientific components developer can use to 

speed up the coupler component construction. The elements in this layer helps in including 

constructs to support parallel processing with data types regarding RegCM applications and 

specialized libraries .It supports performance and time management, scalable I/O and error 

handling tools.            

           

TMI has two components. They are Girded Components which represents Models and other 

represents Coupler. The Model components such as ROMS or RegCM implements the physical 

and dynamic proportions are sandwiched between the two layers. The components include the 

classes which wrap user code and ensure the runtime persistent interfaces according to the 
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execution requirement. A hierarchical combination of infrastructure, superstructure, and user 

code components are joined together. The combining of models can be performed running 

concurrently or sequentially. Each model runs on its own set of processors concurrently which 

reside on a common cluster and a driver exists for the coupled modeling system which governs 

the execution and data exchanges between the individual models. The cluster models are 

becoming popular and are used in Message Passing Interface (MPI) distributed memory 

parallelism communication protocol. It provides information about overlapping halo region of the 

grid tiles to pass between processors of different nodes. The MPI protocol is being used in this 

paper. 

 

2. MODELS 

 
2.1 Regional Ocean Modeling System (Roms, V.3.3) 

 
ROMS is a public domain, free surface, hydrostatic, three dimensional, primitive equation ocean 

circulation model. The model solves the Bossiness approximation to the Reynolds averaged form 

of the Nervier Strokes equation on an orthogonal curvilinear Arakawa   ‘C’ grid in horizontal and 

uses stretched terrain following coordinates in the vertical. The model features second, third, and 

fourth order horizontal and vertical advection schemes for momentum and tracers, and can use 

the splines to reconstruct the vertical advection profiles. Along with temperature and salinity, 

ROMS can transport passive tracers, contain algorithm for suspended and bed load sediment 

transport, multiple choice for turbulence closures, biologic routines and several types of boundary 

conditions. 

 

We have implemented algorithm to include the effects of surface wind waves on the currents 

based on the method of Mellor. For these effect ROMS requires information of wave energy, 

wave length, wave direction. Other processor such as surface fluxes of turbulent kinetic energy 

due to the breaking waves, bed-load sediment transport, and enhanced bottom friction due to the 

waves require information of bottom orbital velocity, surface and bottom wave periods, and 

wave-energy dissipation. These parameters can be obtains directly from an atmospheric model, 

such as REGCM. 

 

2.2.  Regional Climate Model (REGCM, V.4) 

 
The Regional Climate Model (RegCM)  consists of a pre-processor (input data), process models, 

and post processors (output data analysis, visualizations, assessments).The RegCM uses large-

scale atmospheric data as input to produce regional-scale and river basin-scale output. RegCM-

4.0 is a major recoding of the previous RegCM3 version; the main new technical features of the 

code are summarized in the following points,Dynamic memory allocation ( this will require the 

code to be compiled only once unlike in the previous version which required recompilation after 

every modification), F95 programming language, Module approach, Unique makefile for the 

whole code from pre-processing to post-processing,  The a binary file post-proc is still available 

and has been revised and improved according to the new code standards. A prognostic scheme for 

calculating the sea surface skin temperature is now possible to enable if the Zeng ocean scheme is 

used SeaIce introduced in the SST boundary, Dust/Chemistry RegCM3 packages revised and 

improved. 
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2.3. Model Coupling Toolkit (MCT, v. 2.1.0) 
 

MCT is a set of open-source software tools for creating coupled models. MCT is fully parallel 

and can be used to couple message-passing parallel models to create a parallel coupled model. 

MCT is available as a small library and a set of Fortran90 modules.MCT provides model 

interoperability through a simple API. Two models that declare and use MCT datatypes can be 

coupled with a minimum of effort. Each model calls the MCT during execution to send and 

receive data. The MCT has been used to couple the two or more models. 

 

3. TMI ARCHITECTURE 

 
Figure 1: 

 

Figure 1 describes the Architecture of the TMI and how it works by communicating between 

RegCM and ROMS. RegCM is sending the input to the ROMS as short wave radiation, long 

wave radiation, Latent heat flux, evaporation and precipitation. ROMS is sending the input to the 

RegCM as Sea surface temperature (SST). 

 

4. APPROACHES 
 

The component models in a system joined via MCT (Model Coupling Toolkit) will be referred to 

as ROMS and REGCM. We present in a general manner, the methodology implement couple 

these two set of models. This provides a basic example that could be used for coupling of other 

types of models. A common approach used to develop both systems is that the data exchange 

between the individual component models is performed across the horizontal domain. 

 

4.1 Master Program 

 
Each coupled system was developed to preserve the original ROMS and REGCM codes such that 

the codes could be placed into separate directories or models. Each directory or model could be 

compiled separately and linked together as an executable program. 

 

The major program i.e. “MASTER” program controls flow and processor allocation of the 

coupled model system into the processor. This “MASTER” program can run the models 
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concurrently on dissimilar processors i.e. it uses concurrent programming. MCT also allows 

chronological coupling but concurrent coupling is most suitable for our application. 

 

During implementation the processors allocated for the work are scattered to the selected models 

by “MASTER” program and calls each model component for initialize, run and finalize the 

structure, the “MASTER” program is organized as follows.”MASTER” initializes the MPI using 

a standard call “MPI_INIT” to turn on a common MPI communicator for the complete 

system.The ‘MPI_COMM_SPLIT’ function is used to split the common communicator 

MPI_COMM_WORLD into multiple communicators COM1 and COM2 (one for each model) 

depending on the total number of models that are being coupled. To hand over specific processors 

to each model, the following is done 

 

1. The, ‘MASTER’ decides the total number of processors requested for the submitting job.  

2. It also reads the input file to determine the number of processor to be assigned to each 

model, for instance of ‘M’ processor to ROMS and ‘N’ processor to REGCM. 

3. Every processor ID is decides using the ‘MPI_COMM_RANK’ function. 

 

‘MASTER’ assigns processor to each model depending on the processor ID and the number of 

processors requested for that model. In our test case, we use five processor, two for ROMS and  

three for REGCM .The number of processor allocated to the ROMS and REGCM are determined 

by the specific application and are limited only by the number of processor on the computer 

cluster. The ‘MASTER’ program then calls steps to initialize, run, finalize on all processor for 

both ROMS, and REGCM. The modeling components independently should be structured as 

mentioned above to provide a regular framework and to also assist in determining the correct 

synchronization points. 

 

Supplementary subroutines are added for each model to follows the steps i.e. initialization, 

communication using MCT during the run phase, and expire MCT properly during the finalize 

phase. These routines are organized in modules called DOMINE1 (DOM1) and DOMINE2 

(DOM2), for ROMS and REGCM respectively and look schematically as follows.  

 
Module DOM1 

use M_ module  

Contains  

Subroutine MCTinit_DOM1 (COM1….) 

Subroutine MCTrun_DOM1 (COM1….) 

Subroutine MCTend_DOM1 

End module SAMPLE_DOM1 

 
The module DOM1 is placed with code for ROMS and compiled with that model. A similar 

module, DOM2 is placed with code for REGCM, and compiled with that selected model. The 

structure of each steps explain in detailed as follows initialize, run, and finalize. 
 

4.2. Initialize 
 

In the first phase, the grid segment decides by all the processors for assign the model and model 

variables. In this phase MCT is prepare to initialize.The initialization step occurs in the equivalent 
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subroutine MCTinit_DOMn (where n is 1 for ROMS and 2 for REGCM). The basic structure 

initialization is, 

 

Subroutine MCTinit_DOM1 (COM1, ncomps, DOM1_ID, DOM2_ID) 

call MCTWorld_init (ncomps,MPI_COMM_WORLD,COM1,DOM1_ID) 

call GlobalSegMap_init (GlobalSegMapDOM1,s,l,r,COM1,DOM1_ID) 

call AttrVect_init (AV1_toDOM2,rList=‘‘M1var1:M1var2:M1var3’’,lsize=AV1size) 

 

call AttrVect_init (AV1_fromDOM2,rList=‘‘M2var1:M2var2:M2var3’’,lsize=AV2size) 

 

call Router_init (DOM2_ID, GlobalSegMapDOM1,COMM1,Router1) 

 

end subroutine MCTinit_DOM1 

 
If more than one processor is assigned to the model, the model decomposes its gridded domain 

into segments. In this coupling technique every processor executes the calculation in one segment 

of the selected model. 
 

call GlobalSegMap_init (GlobalSegMapDOM1,s,l,r,COM1,DOM1_ID) 

 

In this call, GlobalSegMapDOM1is the GlobalSegMap created, s->starts & I -> lengths are arrays 

containing local segment start and length values, r-> root is the root for the communicator 

COM1on which the decomposition exists, and DOM1_ID is the MCT component ID for this 

model. The call is a collective operation, and the result is a domain decomposition descriptor 

containing all the information needed to locate a given element and to perform global-to-local and 

local-to-global index translation.  

 

“An ‘MCT_Router’ is a data type object.  It allows parallel data transfer between model domain 

segments residing on different processors. It is Inter component parallel data transfer 

scheduler (between two GSMaps) 
 

GlobalSegMapDOM1� it gives the set of ROMS grid points on a given processor. 

GlobalSegMapDOM2 �‘Router1’ determines corresponding grid point locations of 

REGCM on other processors, and provides the channel for data that will be transferred.  

 

The ‘Router1’ table for the ROMS is initialized by a Router_init function call in MCTinit_DOM1 

subroutine, which connects information about a second component ‘DOM2_ID’ domain 

decomposition of the calling component ‘GlobalSegMapDOM1’, and the communicator of the 

calling component ‘COM1’. The ‘Router2’ communication table is initialized for the second 

model, in MCTinit_DOM2 routine. 

 

4.3. Run phase 

 
The work of all models is based on split communicators COM1, COM2 and each has its own 

individual set of processors and time stepping loop. All the processors communicate with each 

other in a model there occurs a time called user defined model time where communication 
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between other models and exchange of data takes place, say MCT. All models must contain 

details about the user defined model time (i.e) MCT. 

 

When a component model achieves MCT time, a subroutine is called using MCTrun_DOMn (n is 

1 or 2). All the processor calls this routine and make a point where all models interacts and 

exchange the data. Subroutine MCTrun_DOM1 works on vector AV1 to DOM2 and AV1 from 

DOM2 similarly; second component works on vectors AV2 to DOM1 and AV2 from DOM1 the 

data which is to be exchanged has to be liberalized. 

 

call  AttrVect_importRAttr(AV1_toDOM2,‘‘M1 var1’’,avdata) 

 

For example, the data which are to be exchanged are feed to the attribute vector and transferred to 

REGCM and this is done by importing the corresponding variables (‘‘M1var1’’, ‘‘M1varn’’). 

Then the MCT_SEND is called, and the data is transferred from the attribute vector to MCT 

through a router which is earlier established. MCT, then directs this data to AV2 from DOM1 

through ROUTER 2, MCT_Recv is invoked in this process this point is fundamental 

synchronization point where data are exchanged between respective models MCT_SEND and 

MCT_Recv are blocking commands. This means that the component model sends the data with a 

special ‘TAG’ and waits until the second component receives the transferred data thus completing 

the data exchange. It transferred data from ROMS to REGCM this requires seprate set of 

MCT_Send and MCT_Recv calls. 

 

call MCT_Send(AV1_toDOM2,Router1,tag1)  

  (in MCTrun_DOM1, sending data via ‘Router1’ computed by first model) 

call MCT_Recv(AV2_fromDOM1,Router2,tag1) 

  (in MCTrun_DOM2, receiving the data by the second model) 

call MCT_Send(AV2_toDOM1,Router2,tag2) 

  (in MCTrun_DOM2, sending data via ‘Router2’ computed by second model) 

call MCT_Recv(AV1_fromDOM2,Router1,tag2) 

(in MCTrun_DOM1, receiving data by the first model) 
 

4.4. Finalize Phase 

 
The last step involves the process of closing all the routers and the connection points. After this 

cycle of data transfer is over the corresponding MCT communications are closed and the 

execution moves to the MASTER program. 

 

subroutine MCTend_DOM1 

call Router_clean(Router1) 

call AttrVect_clean(AV1_toDOM2) 

call AttrVect_clean(AV1_fromDOM2) 

call GlobalSegMap_clean() 

call MCTWorld_clean() 

end subroutine MCTend_DOM1 

 

It completes the duplication by concluding the MPI communication. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

 
Model Coupling Toolkit (MCT) is employed to develop coupled modelling systems of two 

models. In this kind of this system, each model component is systemized to initialize, run, and 

finalize structure. A ‘Master’ program authorizes the execution of the modelling system and 

assigns the processors to each model. A new module comprises of numerous subroutines, these 

subroutines are essentially to be written for each of the component model structure and function 

of these modules and subroutines are explained elaborately.  

 

The routines give rise to global segment maps originated from routines illustrates division of grid 

among different processors for each module. Each module generates attribute and routers. The 

function of attribute vectors is to store data and functions of routers is to transfer the data. The 

models are initialized, imbedded into MCT and data is transferred utilizing MPI hosted MCT 

protocols to proficiently transmit and received model fields during model execution.   
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